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Vineking

Vineking is a luxuries winemaker known for creating high-quality wine throughout the Yamatai Star
Empire. The company offers various degrees of wine quality but is mostly known for its price winning
lotus wine, created from the rare ice grapes. They are known to provide their products to any faction, but
they sell mostly to the Yamatai Star Empire.

Company Statistics
Established YE 32
Leadership Oshiro Tsuya
Associated Factions Yamatai Star Empire
Headquarters Yamatai (Planet), Natalia and Mei

Stores

Below you will find the known locations of Vineking shops or farms:

Shop at Yamatai (Planet): City of Mei.
3x farms at Yamatai (Planet): City of Natalia.
Farm at Tami System: Located northern sector.
2x farms at Nataria: Near Fort Ready.

These farms are run by Star Army of Yamatai Star Army Reserve.
Additional tasks are to train farmers for future colonization.

Farm at Jiyuu III: In the Tsu agricultural zone, specifically in Iga.
Farm at Koukotsu II: In the mountain region.
Farm at Anisa System: In the fields region.
Products of Vineking are being sold in different shops across the different factions.

Vineking's main goal is to provide high-quality wine that tastes refined and good to those that can afford
it. They focus on having various degrees of quality that go from cheap with decent quality to expensive
with high quality with rarity in different flavors. Their motto is known as “We wish to give your taste palet
an adventure”

History

Founded in YE 32 by Oshiro Tsuya, a well-known investor in various companies on the market that have
become quite successful due to its unique marketing formula. Tsuya wanted to give something back to
the citizens of Yamatai Star Empire by creating the unique and refined taste of well-made wine. Her
company got accepted into the business registration system of Yamatai Star Empire and created three
farms at Yamatai (Planet) near the City of Natalia.

Vineking is a company that separates itself by being unique in the process of its wine and selling it to all
people that are interested in buying their products. In YE 39 Vineking made an exclusive deal with the
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Star Army of Yamatai to create two farms at Nataria near Fort Ready. These farms are run by Star Army
of Yamatai Star Army Reserve only. The idea is that the reserve is able to provide grapes to Vineking and
at the same time train their own people in farming. However in YE 42 at the Third Battle Of Nataria the
farms were partly destroyed and required at least a year of recovery.

Products

Vineking delivers various wine products to those that can afford it, these are being sold in various shops
across the Kikyo Sector

Below you will find a list of quality degree wine products produce by Vineking.

High-Quality Rare
Lotus Wine - Made from the Frozen Grapes at Yamatai (Planet)
Lumur Süss - Made from the Ice Grapes at Koukotsu II

High-Quality
Flabourg D'Or - Made from the fuse of flower and grapes from Jiyuu III
Socchio - Made from the Forest Grapes at Nataria

Medium Quality
Seheim Branco
Lobria Rosso
Wobeutel

Decent Quality
Charsoves
Cunvetre Száraz
Veilese Clairet
Trevry Secco
Afe Rich

OOC Notes

Rawolfe created this article on 2021/02/15 15:51.

This was approved by Andrew on 02/19/2021.1)

Vineking is an NPC Corporation to help create a foundation layer to the economical system of SARP and is
part of the Economical Restoration Project made by Rawolfe. The idea is that these corporations are not
bought up or taken over but play an essential role in the background for the faction and they can be used
to create new products into the faction with the approval of the respective FM. This will put a halt to the
idea that one corporation creates all products.

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/vineking-npc-corp.67181/
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